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Abstract11

Understanding the long-term course of problematic drinking is a fundamental concern for health services research in the alcohol field. The
stability of, or change in, the course of drinking—especially heavy drinking—has both theoretical and applied relevance to alcohol research.
We explore the application of latent class growth modeling to 5 years of survey data collected from dependent and problem drinkers—some not
in treatment at baseline—in an attempt to uncover prototypical longitudinal drinking patterns. Results indicated that five profiles of drinkers
can be used to represent their longitudinal course of alcohol consumption: early quitters (N = 88), light/non-drinkers (N = 76), gradual
improvers (N = 129), moderate drinkers (N = 229), and heavy drinkers (N = 572). Significant baseline factors included ASI drug severity,
dependence symptoms, and marital status. Attendance at AA meetings, the size of one’s heavy drinking and drug using social network, past
treatment, receiving suggestions about one’s drinking, and contacts with the medical system were significant influences. The size of heavy
drinking and drug using social networks was noticeably larger for the heavy drinkers. Findings also support the usefulness of a semi-parametric
latent group-based approach as a tool for analyzing alcohol-related behaviors.
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1. Introduction24

Understanding the long-term course of problematic drink-25

ing is a fundamental concern for health services research in26

the alcohol field. The stability of, or change in, the course27

of drinking—especially heavy drinking—has both theoret-28

ical and applied relevance to alcohol research (Kerr et al.,29

2002). Characterizing these courses can help us illuminate30

the underlying roles that a wide spectrum of factors play in31

the course of drinking—in getting better, staying the same,32

or progressing to more serious problems over time. A brief33

� Weights were created to account for differences in sampling fraction,
fieldwork duration across agencies and non-response differences. We did
not use them in this analysis although it is possible to include weights.
Preliminary runs suggested using them resulting in little differences on
these findings.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.:+1-415-476-4180;
fax: +1-415-476-7677.

E-mail address:kdelucc@itsa.ucsf.edu (K.L. Delucchi).

summary of the development of subtypes in alcohol con-34

sumption is provided byJackson et al. (2000). 35

To address this issue and other research questions appro-36

priate for a longitudinal design, the scientist has available a37

number of analytic options—many of only recent develop-38

ment. Each method may be more appropriate for different39

research questions, some methods overlap with each other,40

and many require a sophisticated approach. Overviews of41

some of the choices are given byStoolmiller (1995), Windle 42

(1997), Muthén and Muthén (2000), andCollins and Sayer 43

(2001) among others. In related work we employed a hierar-44

chal growth model to test the effects of various influences on45

the level of alcohol consumption over time (Weisner et al., 46

2003a; Matzger et al., in press). These influences included47

membership in groups such as those defined by gender and48

ethnicity. In such models those groups can be known a pri-49

ori and these models can be thought of as modeling the50

“average” study participant. In the analysis reported here we51

focused instead on trying to uncover common or prototyp-52

ical groups which are defined by their common pattern of53

1 0376-8716/$ – see front matter © 2004 Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
2 doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2003.12.014
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drinking over 5 years. We asked: are there common drink-54

ing trajectories, what do they look like, and what appears to55

influence them?56

The research reported here is part of an ongoing effort57

designed to follow a large representative sample of treated58

and untreated individuals with alcohol disorders drawn from59

the same community in an effort to understand alcohol con-60

sumption over time. Among its unique contributions is the61

inclusion of a probability sample of untreated individuals62

who met criteria for “problem drinking.” It also includes a63

sample of people entering public and private chemical de-64

pendency programs in the same county with good response65

and follow-up rates.66

Based on earlier work on this sample and the litera-67

ture on long-term alcohol outcomes, we used a conceptual68

framework from longitudinal outcome research, including69

that of treatment careers and the natural course of treated70

populations (Hser et al., 1997; Joe et al., 1990; Simpson,71

1990; Stoolmiller, 1995) plus the medical utilization litera-72

ture (Aday et al., 1999; Andersen and Newman, 1973). We73

examined 5-year trajectories of profiles of drinking within a74

framework ofindividual factors(demographic and problem75

characteristics),formal services(substance abuse treatment76

and community agency contacts), andinformal influences77

(12-step meeting participation and recovery-oriented social78

networks) (Bond et al., 2003; Weisner and Matzger, 2003;79

Weisner et al., 2003a).80

1.1. Latent class growth models81

To identify common drinking trajectories, we used latent82

class growth modeling (LCGM), an analytic approach based83

on finite mixture modeling (Muthén and Muthén, 2000;84

Nagin, 1999). We sought to characterize profiles of drinkers85

over time by constructing prototypical trajectories of the86

variable of interest—alcohol consumption.87

The underlying assumption is that the collection of ob-88

served individual trajectories can be efficiently summarized89

by a smaller set of latent clusters of those trajectories. A ra-90

tionale for approaching longitudinal data in this manner is91

provided byNagin (1999)who uses the analogy of clinical92

diagnostic classifications; we know that not everyone with93

the same diagnosis is identical, but we also recognize that94

such groupings are meaningful and helpful in both clinical95

practice and research.96

To illustrate,Fig. 1displays several individual 5 year tra-97

jectories from our data which exemplify the wide variation98

in drinking patterns observed. Baseline levels varied, some99

increased the volume they drank over time, some drank less100

as time went on and some both increased and decreased how101

much they consumed. Thus, we cannot assume any change102

is necessarily monotonic.103

The statistical method itself has a long history (Bauer and104

Curran, 2003) and has recently been developed byNagin105

(1999), Nagin and Tremblay (2001), Roeder et al. (1999)as106

LCGM and in the context of structural equation modeling as107
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Fig. 1. Examples of drinking trajectories across 5 years.

growth mixture modeling (GMM) byMuthén and Muthén 108

(2000). LCGM is a semi-parametric, group-based approach109

which uses a multinomial modeling strategy to identify ho-110

mogeneous clusters of individual trajectories and to test the111

effects of covariates on those profiles. GMM is a multivari-112

ate normal method for reaching the same goal. While con-113

strained, currently, to the multivariate case, GMM allows one114

to incorporate heterogeneity within the trajectories whereas115

LCGM does not. The LCGM approach, however, can be116

applied to a wider range of distributions of the dependent117

variable such as dichotomous indicators and counts. 118

In addition to estimating the number of latent profiles,119

one can test and fit separate polynomial terms to character-120

ize the shape of each profile. It is also possible to test po-121

tential baseline factors which influence which latent profile122

an individual is assigned to as well as testing time-varying123

covariates which may influence the shape of each profile.124

One important aspect of LCGM is that it provides an125

improvement on the “classify-then-analyze” procedure in126

which subjects are first classified to groups by some method127

such as a cluster analysis using a distance metric, and then128

the clusters are compared on various measures (e.g.,Burgess 129

et al., 2002). Such a method, in effect, assumes group/cluster130

membership is measured without error (Roeder et al., 1999). 131

Not accounting for the error in cluster assignment in those132

comparisons may result in statistical bias. Bysimultaneously 133

estimating group membership and testing for group differ-134

ences, however, it takes the uncertainty of group member-135

ship into account in estimating the standard errors used in136

testing for differences. 137

A challenge to the application of this mixture-of-distribut-138

ions approach is that there are many possible models to139

choose from with no clear, best procedure for searching140

among them. So determining the number of latent profile141

clusters, which and how many polynomial terms to include,142

and what baseline and covariate measures to include all form143

competing models. As a guide, Nagin advocates the use of144

Bayes factor to compare models (Kass and Raftery, 1995). 145

Computed from the Bayesian information criteria (BIC), mi-146

nus two times the change in BIC between models is an ap-147

proximate Bayes factor which can then be used to select a148

parsimonious model. Reference to other criteria can be found149

DAD 2335 1–10
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in Bauer and Curran (2003)andMuthén (2003). LCGM has150

been used to date primarily in studies of adolescent behavior151

(e.g.,Brame et al., 2001; Cote et al., 2002; Lacourse et al.,152

2002) where change is more the norm. In studies of drug153

useWhite et al. (2002)recently applied LCGM to adoles-154

cent smoking as didColder et al. (2001)using GMM.Hill155

et al. (2000), Tapert et al. (2003), Chassin et al. (2002)and156

Oxford et al. (2003)used latent trajectories to study alco-157

hol use among adolescents andMuthén and Muthén (2000)158

modeled heavy drinking using GMM.159

We asked three primary questions: (1) are there underly-160

ing groups of prototypical profiles in the data; (2) what are161

the shapes of those profiles; and (3) are there variables, be-162

yond drinking volume, which influence both which profile a163

subject is classified to and how the profile is shaped? Also,164

as this methodology has not yet been widely applied, we165

wanted to determine the feasibility of applying this approach166

to the field of alcohol research for questions such as these.167

2. Method168

2.1. Subjects169

The study sample resulted from combining two sampling170

procedures. Details can be found inWeisner and Matzger171

(2002)andWeisner et al. (2002)and are summarized here.172

In-person interviews were conducted with individuals en-173

tering a county’s public and private chemical dependency174

programs (thetreatment sample) and with problem drinkers175

from the general county population (general population176

sample) who had not received treatment in the prior year.177

The treatment sample(n = 927) included consecutive ad-178

missions in the ten public and private programs in the county179

that met the following inclusion criteria (Kaskutas et al.,180

1997): (1) at least one new intake per week; (2) drugs other181

than alcohol were not the primary focus (e.g., methadone182

maintenance programs were not included); and (3) first183

line treatment entry (i.e., programs limited to aftercare or184

programs were excluded).185

Data collection for the treatment sample was conducted186

by trained interviewers who were independent of the treat-187

ment agencies. They administered structured in-person188

questionnaires to all participants by the end of their third day189

of residential treatment or third outpatient visit. Informed190

consent was obtained and participation was independent of191

receiving agency services. The overall response rate for in-192

dividuals in all programs participating in the study was 80%.193

The general population sampleof dependent and problem194

drinkers not entering treatment (n = 672) was collected in195

the same county. Telephone interviews using random digit196

dialing methods were conducted with a probability sample197

of 13,394 individuals age 18 and over. Individuals were198

recruited for an in-person interview if they met problem199

drinking criteria (described below) and had not received200

substance abuse treatment during the previous 12 months.201

Individuals met criteria for problem drinking by reporting202

at least two of the following during the previous 12 months:203

(1) drinking five or more drinks on a day at least once a204

month for men (three drinks on a day weekly for women);205

(2) one or more alcohol-related social consequences (from206

a list of eight); and (3) one or more alcohol dependence207

symptoms (from a list of nine). This measure is consistent208

with the predominant approach taken in research on alco-209

hol epidemiology and similar measures have been used in210

a wide variety of published studies (Institute of Medicine, 211

1990; Schmidt et al., 1998; Weisner, 1990; Weisner and212

Schmidt, 1992; Wilsnack et al., 1991). Alcohol-related so- 213

cial consequences cover a range of ways that individuals214

with substance abuse problems come to the attention of215

others in the community (Hilton, 1987; Weisner, 1990;216

Weisner et al., 1995; Weisner and Schmidt, 1992). This 217

included drinking–driving arrests, public drunkenness ar-218

rests, other alcohol-related criminal arrests, traffic accidents219

when drinking, other (non-traffic) alcohol-related accidents,220

and/or confrontations about an alcohol-related health prob-221

lem by a medical practitioner, serious alcohol-related family222

problems caused by respondents’ drinking, confrontations223

about an alcohol-related job problem by a supervisor or224

employer. The count of dependence items included nine225

criteria commonly used in clinical and general population226

research (American Psychiatric Association, 2000; Caetano227

and Weisner, 1995). 228

To select those individuals who met criteria foralcohol de- 229

pendence, our measure consisted of a checklist of questions230

based on criteria from the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for231

Psychoactive Substance Dependence, DSM-IV (American 232

Psychiatric Association, 2000) that has been used in other233

published studies (Humphreys and Weisner, 2000; Weisner 234

et al., 2000a,b, 2001). We established whether each symp-235

tom was present or absent during the 30 days prior to the236

baseline interview. 237

2.2. Data collection 238

In-person baseline interviews were conducted in 1995 and239

1996. One-, three- and five-year follow-up interviews were240

conducted using computer assisted telephone interviewing.241

Baseline respondents were tracked every three months us-242

ing postcard mailings and telephone check-ins. Respondents243

who could not be reached by telephone were referred to a244

fieldwork agency for further searching. Follow-up response245

rates (based on the baseline survey) were 84% for year 1,246

82% for year 3, and 79% for year 5. 247

2.3. Measures 248

The variables used in this analysis were selected based249

both on our previous research and selected for theoretical250

reasons (Hser et al., 1997; Weisner et al., 2003a). Also, these 251

measures have been used in several published papers (Bond 252

et al., 2003; Kaskutas et al., 2002; Weisner and Matzger,253

DAD 2335 1–10
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2003; Weisner et al., 2003a). The behavior we sought to254

model was the change in the total number of drinks taken255

in the year prior to each assessment—the total volume of256

alcohol consumed. Given the skewed nature of the observed257

data, we used the base-10 log of the volume throughout the258

analysis. The resulting distribution fit much closer to the259

normal distribution and resulted in better fit statistics than260

the untransformed measure throughout our work with this261

data.262

Baseline variablesincluded age, gender, marital status,263

ethnicity, family income, alcohol-related social conse-264

quences, number of dependence symptoms, and whether265

respondents reported any alcohol treatment in the year prior266

to the interview.Time-varyingmeasures covering the year267

prior to each interview included an indicator of whether268

they had received any suggestions about their drinking from269

anyone (family member or friend, as well as provider from270

a welfare, medical, criminal justice or workplace setting),271

whether they had any contact with any community agency272

system (i.e., welfare, medical, criminal justice, workplace)273

about their drinking, the size of their heavy drinking and274

drug using social network, the number of days they at-275

tended an AA meeting, and whether they had received any276

substance abuse treatment (Cote et al., 2002).277

2.4. Procedure278

The literature suggests that those whose problems are279

more severe may have less reduction in consumption and280

problems over time and those whose problems are less se-281

vere are at less risk for having their problems addressed or282

entering treatment (Finney and Moos, 1992; Shaw et al.,283

1997; Simpson, 1990; Simpson et al., 2002). However, it284

is unknown if this would effect the latent classifications so285

instead of modeling dependent and non-dependent respon-286

dents separately we tested baseline dependence as one of287

the candidate variables.288

Given the very large set of possible models and the lack of289

a fully objective method of model selection, we proceeded290

with model building and testing in four steps: (1) estimating291

the number of profiles; (2) screening for candidate baseline292

variables; (3) screening for time-varying covariates; and (4)293

testing a final model. To implement the work we employed294

a user-written SAS procedure, Proc Traj (Jones et al., 2001).295

More specifically, in the first step, five different latent296

class growth models of alcohol volume were estimated: the297

first fitting only two latent profiles, the next three profile298

groups, and so on up to a model with six latent profiles.299

Each model contained no covariates but did include terms for300

linear and quadratic time effects—a decision based on the301

examination of the data (seeFig. 1) and the four-time point302

design. Using the Bayes Factor as a guide to compare model303

fit, we selected the most parsimonious model. Part of this304

decision included the relative size of each resulting profile305

so that, ideally, no one cluster held less than approximately306

5% of the total sample.307

Second, once the optimal number of latent profiles was308

established, we screened among the baseline variables for309

candidates to add to the model using a method similar310

to the model-building strategy discussed byHosmer and 311

Lemeshow (1989)for logistic regression (p. 86) andNagin 312

(1999). To do this, a multinomial logistic regression model,313

with predicted latent profile group membership from the314

first step as the dependent variable and the candidate base-315

line variables as covariates was estimated and tested. All316

candidate predictors withP < 0.10 were kept and placed317

in a new latent trajectory model. We then re-fit the latent318

trajectory model, again constraining it to have the same319

number of profiles found optimal in step one, but now320

including the baseline variables selected through the screen-321

ing. This provided us with a test of each of the candidate322

baseline variables. For the next step, we retained only those323

baseline variables which were statistically significant. By324

adding the baseline variables to the model, some subjects325

may be assigned to a different latent profile. 326

In the third step the—estimated latent profile group327

membership from step 2 was used in a second screening328

analyses—this time to select candidates from among the329

time-varying covariates. Given that each covariate was330

measured four times (once per assessment), we used a331

set of repeated measures general linear models for the332

screening—one per candidate measure—in place of a sin-333

gle multinomial logistic regression. Measures where the334

profile-by-time interaction was significant were retained for335

inclusion in the final model. Then, in the forth and final336

step, a model was estimated and tested which now included337

both the baseline variables and the time-varying covariates.338

3. Results 339

In comparing model fit among the two-class (BIC= 340

−6558.29), the three-class (BIC= −6432.63), the 341

four-class (BIC = −6328.72), the five-class (BIC= 342

−6261.71), and the six-class (BIC= −6496.08) models, 343

a five-latent profile model was selected. The probability of344

correct model for the five-class solution was equal to 1.0345

(Nagin, 1999, formula 6). Examination of the mean pos-346

terior probabilities of assignment to profile are displayed347

in Table 1 and indicate a strong separation among the348

profiles. 349

Table 1
Mean posterior probability of latent profile group membership (row) by
latent profile group assigned to (column)

Early
quit

Non-drinkers Gradual
improvers

Moderate
drinkers

Heavy
drinkers

Group 1 0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
Group 2 0.00 0.96 0.00 0.01 0.00
Group 3 0.01 0.00 0.89 0.02 0.00
Group 4 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.82 0.10
Group 5 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.15 0.90

DAD 2335 1–10
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Fig. 2. Latent group profiles of mean log 10 number of drinks consumed
in the prior year.

For descriptive purposes we labeled the latent pro-350

files, displayed inFig. 2, as early quitters (N = 88),351

light/non-drinkers (N = 76), gradual improvers (N = 129),352

moderate drinkers (N = 229), and heavy drinkers (N =353

572). That is not to say respondents assigned to the mod-354

erate drinkers profile, for example, were all drinkers at all355

time points. The proportion in each group who reported no356

drinking in the previous year, as shown inTable 2, however,357

suggests these labels are reasonable.358

Table 3displays the parameter estimates and tests of sig-359

nificance for the final modeling step. Though not displayed360

in the figures, the predicted latent group profiles were close361

to the observed.362

As in any longitudinal study, survey respondents dropped363

out of the study for various reasons or did not answer364

all baseline questions resulting in missing data. As this365

methodology requires full data to estimate the latent tra-366

jectories, this analysis was run on a final sample size of367

1094. The question then is whether a model including368

the missing cases, had they been available, would have369

resulted in a different solution. There is no way of know-370

ing that or how the dropouts are distributed among the371

five latent classes. Comparisons on baseline measures be-372

tween those with full data and those without found some373

statistical differences. Those without full data were more374

likely to be male, have higher ASI psychiatric, drug and375

employment severity scores, less ASI alcohol severity,376

Table 2
Proportion of group membership reporting no drinks consumed in prior
year

Baseline Year 1 Year 3 Year 5

Early quit 0.0 96.6 100 77.3
Non-drinkers 67.1 76.3 65.8 65.8
Gradual improvers 0.0 13.2 48.1 73.6
Moderate drinkers 1.3 16.2 13.5 4.8
Heavy drinkers 0.17 1.6 0.7 0.5

more AA attendance, and smaller sized drinking networks377

(all P < 0.05). 378

We also used a variation on multiple imputation to ad-379

dress this matter. Proc MI in SAS was employed to gen-380

erate five imputed datasets using MCMC. For each of the381

imputed datasets we re-estimated a five-class model and382

cross-classified group membership in one model against383

another’s. For each of the resulting ten contingency tables,384

we computed the percentage of respondents not assigned to385

the same profile in both models. The average discordance386

was only 11.6% with the majority of that resulting from387

switching between the heavy and moderate trajectories. This388

is consistent with the off-diagonal mean posterior probabil-389

ities seen inTable 1. 390

3.1. Profile shape 391

As expected, given the study recruitment methods, all pro-392

files (Fig. 2) begin at a high level of drinking with one excep-393

tion. The light/non-drinkers are characterized by relatively394

little drinking throughout the 5-year period. In reviewing395

the data it appears that these participants were, at the time396

of their baseline interviews, in treatment for drug problems397

other than alcohol. The fact that this group was separated398

out supports the usefulness of the LCGM approach to mod-399

eling trajectories. 400

The early quitters are mainly respondents who went from401

heavy drinking to a very low level of alcohol consump-402

tion and maintained that low level with a rise in year 5.403

The gradual improvers displayed a steady drop in mean al-404

cohol consumption over time. In contrast, both the moder-405

ate and heavy drinker groups continued their consumption406

across time. The moderate drinker group, however, began at407

a lower level at baseline (a profile group mean of 1.7 drinks408

per day versus 4.5 for the heavy profile) and appeared to409

have declined more at year 1. The difference in consump-410

tion is striking. The mean number of drinks for the moder-411

ate drinkers at year 1 is down to 0.8 drinks per day while it412

only dropped to a mean of 3.2 drinks per day for the heavy413

drinkers. Also of note is that the heavy drinkers form the414

largest group (N = 572, or 52.3% of the sample). 415

3.2. Baseline variables 416

Among the baseline variable candidates, ASI drug sever-417

ity, number of dependence symptoms, family income, and418

marital status (constructed as two contrasts comparing those419

never married to those formerly married and to those cur-420

rently married) all passed the screening step. In testing these421

four variables among the five latent profiles, only family in-422

come was not significant. Then light/non-drinkers and grad-423

ual improvers had the highest mean ASI drug severity scores424

at intake (0.14 and 0.11) while the heavy drinkers had the425

lowest (0.05). Interestingly, the early quitters had the high-426

est number of dependence symptoms (mean= 5.23) and 427

the light/non-drinkers had the lowest (0.08).

DAD 2335 1–10
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Table 3
Estimates, standard errors and tests of significance of the final model for the problem drinking sample

Group Parametera Estimate Standard error T-value P > |T|

Baseline variables
Non vs. early Constant 2.57 0.355 7.23 0.0000

ASI drug 8.55 2.120 4.03 0.0001
Dependence Sx −3.64 0.563 −6.48 0.0000
Formerly married −0.14 0.311 −0.46 0.6440
Married 0.61 0.307 2.00 0.0459

Decliners vs. early Constant 0.40 0.348 1.15 0.2522
ASI drug 2.21 1.279 1.73 0.0838
Dependence Sx −0.05 0.062 −0.82 0.4123
Formerly married −0.62 0.216 −2.87 0.0042
Married 0.41 0.227 1.81 0.0698

Moderate vs. early Constant 2.76 0.316 8.73 0.0000
ASI drug 0.90 1.407 0.64 0.5208
Dependence Sx −0.48 0.068 −7.03 0.0000
Formerly married −0.63 0.211 −2.98 0.0029
Married 0.23 0.218 1.04 0.2998

Heavy vs. early Constant 3.03 0.282 10.73 0.0000
ASI drug −1.86 1.176 −1.58 0.1147
Dependence Sx −0.25 0.051 −4.84 0.0000
Formerly married −0.63 0.172 −3.65 0.0003
Married 0.32 0.189 1.68 0.0939

Time-varying covariates
Early quitters Intercept 2.43 0.250 9.75 0.0000

Linear −5.10 0.422 −12.10 0.0000
Quadratic 0.91 0.082 11.06 0.0000
AA meetings 0.00 0.001 2.31 0.0212
Network size 0.01 0.015 0.60 0.5468
Prior Txt 0.51 0.222 2.29 0.0222
Suggestions 0.18 0.129 1.42 0.1570
Contacts −0.08 0.091 −0.91 0.3638

Non-drinkers Intercept −0.35 0.225 −1.54 0.1239
Linear 0.10 0.139 0.74 0.4596
Quadratic −0.01 0.024 −0.25 0.8020
AA meetings −0.01 0.001 −4.70 0.0000
Network size 0.07 0.017 4.08 0.0000
Prior Txt 0.12 0.177 0.65 0.5153
Suggestions 0.06 0.114 0.57 0.5686
Contacts 0.03 0.074 0.42 0.6758

Decliners Intercept 2.06 0.128 16.08 0.0000
Linear −0.65 0.100 −6.49 0.0000
Quadratic 0.02 0.021 0.92 0.3555
AA meetings 0.00 0.001 −2.41 0.0160
Network size 0.03 0.007 4.23 0.0000
Prior Txt 0.88 0.112 7.82 0.0000
Suggestions 0.17 0.087 1.90 0.0573
Contacts 0.03 0.059 0.51 0.6099

Moderate Intercept 2.23 0.089 25.01 0.0000
Linear −0.48 0.067 −7.09 0.0000
Quadratic 0.08 0.013 6.47 0.0000
AA meetings −0.02 0.002 −10.95 0.0000
Network size 0.05 0.010 4.81 0.0000
Prior Txt 0.12 0.102 1.19 0.2339
Suggestions 0.37 0.088 4.21 0.0000
Contacts −0.06 0.043 −1.46 0.1450
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Table 3 (Continued)

Group Parametera Estimate Standard error T-value P > |T|

Heavy Intercept 2.87 0.049 59.06 0.0000
Linear −0.17 0.036 −4.60 0.0000
Quadratic 0.03 0.007 3.77 0.0002
AA meetings 0.00 0.001 −4.71 0.0000
Network size 0.01 0.003 4.09 0.0000
Prior Txt 0.29 0.057 5.05 0.0000
Suggestions 0.22 0.045 4.97 0.0000
Contacts −0.07 0.026 −2.80 0.0051

BIC = −5704.4 (N = 1094).
a ASI drug: alcohol severity index drug severity; dependence symptoms: number of dependence Sx; formerly married: formerly vs. never married;

married: married vs. never married; contacts: contacts with formal services; AA meetings: number of AA meeting attended in previous year; network
size: number of heavy drinking and drug using individuals in respondents social network; prior Txt: received treatment for alcohol dependence in prior
year; suggestions: received suggestions about their drinking from anyone.

3.3. Time-varying covariates428

The number of AA meetings, drinking cohort size, treat-429

ment in the past year, receiving suggestions from others430

and contacts with the medical system were retained by the431

screening procedure for testing. Plots of the means for each432

of these four covariates over time for each of the five latent433

profile groups are shown inFig. 3.434

The means for the moderate and heavy drinkers track in435

a consistent fashion, with the exception of the size of the436

drinking cohort which is larger for the heavy drinkers. The437

early quitters had the highest AA attendance at year 1 and438

the gradual improvers had the highest number of suggestions439

received throughout.440

4. Discussion441

These results indicate that the course of drinking over442

a 5-year period is variable and influenced by several fac-443

tors. Yet, while there appears to be substantial variation, a444

limited number of prototypical profiles emerged. From the445

standpoint of health services research, the single dominant446

profile—the largest group which did not appreciably change447

drinking consumption—is an important finding. In their re-448

view of studies of the stability of alcohol consumption over449

time, Kerr et al. (2002)point out that the question of the450

stability of consumption is key to questions of mortality and451

diseases attributable to heavy consumption.452

While this is the first LCGM of this sample and requires453

replication, these findings suggest that dependent and prob-454

lem drinkers may be, initially, divided into two general cat-455

egories: those that continue to drink at a steady pace over456

time (i.e., the heavy and moderate drinking) and those for457

whom their drinking declines. More effort on understand-458

ing who comprises the “stable” group is clearly needed. The459

tests of the baseline measures suggest those who substan-460

tially reduced their drinking were most likely to be those461

who were the most heavily dependent at baseline. This may462

be driven to some degree by regression to the mean.463

The covariates indicate that, in general, those who had464

gone to fewer AA meetings and those who had received465

fewer suggestions about help for their drinking were less466

likely to have been in treatment, and were more likely to467

display a steady level of drinking over time. The apparent468

influence of the size of one’s cohort of heavy drinkers and469

drug users can also be seen in these findings. 470

The results found here are in agreement with and com-471

pliment the analysis ofWeisner et al. (2003a)who found 472

that in addition to treatment status and formal influences,473

recover-oriented social networks are key influences on lower474

levels of drinking. They expand upon those results by de-475

scribing the underlying common patterns of that drinking.476

Such patterns cannot be identified by the more common477

mixed-effects repeated measures analysis. 478

In preliminary analyses we noticed continuing improve-479

ment in model fit as models with greater numbers of cluster480

profiles were applied to the data by splitting out respondents481

from the heavy and moderate drinking groups into smaller482

groups. This may indicate that this large group of steady483

drinkers have a common pattern of steady consumption,484

varying only in their level of how much they consume. Such485

a notion is supported by the mean group probabilities just486

off the diagonal in the lower right corner ofTable 1and the 487

variations seen among the multiply-imputed model results.488

The continuing improvement in model fit as the number of489

latent profiles is increased has been discussed byNagin and 490

Tremblay (2001)andBauer and Curran (2003). This reflects 491

a basic statistical problem that if the underlying distribution492

of profiles is not distinct but continuous, one is attempting to493

approximate that continuity by a discrete function. However,494

the distinction between those two groups may be important495

if the relationship between amount of alcohol consumed496

and health-related consequences is non-linear such that the497

adverse consequences accelerate once some level of daily498

drinking is surpassed. 499

As in any research, this study has some limitations includ-500

ing the use of a sample drawn from a single US county’s501

population and the reliance on self-report. The county was502

chosen to be representative; it was selected on the basis of503
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Fig. 3. Plots of time-varying covariate means by latent group over time. Legend for all plots in low left plot.

diversity in its population characteristics and mix of rural504

and urban areas. For the self-reports the study used robust505

questions and well-established interview techniques devel-506

oped through the Community Epidemiology Laboratory and507

clinical studies. Both of these issues are discussed further in508

Weisner et al. (2003a).509

Complete baseline and alcohol consumption data at each510

assessment required the deletion of some respondents’ data511

(time-varying covariates, however, could be missing). If the512

data are missing completely at random, then we suffered513

a loss of statistical power. If not, the latent structure may514

be different had those missing cases not been lost. While515

some differences were found between those not in the anal-516

ysis and those retained as indicated previously, the differ-517

ences were not, on the average, substantial (i.e., small sized518

effects—most less thand = 0.20). Also, the lack of varia- 519

tion in results from one imputation to another, except for the520

mixing between the heavy and moderate drinking groups,521

argues for the generalizability of the groupings. 522

As with any new and complex method, the application of523

it can be daunting and has some limitations as pointed to524

in Nagin (1999). The analysis can be somewhat time con-525

suming both in time to choose and test the appropriate mod-526

els and, to a lesser extent, in computer time. A number of527

possible models were not tested and the method of model528

selection may have allowed a more parsimonious model to529

be missed. Not all data will provide a clear point at which530

to set the number of profiles to fit. It may be difficult for531

the iterative process to find a maximum likelihood solution,532

the algorithm is sensitive to starting values, and respondents533
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missing baseline factors are not included in the analysis.534

While the use of the change in BIC decreases the subjectiv-535

ity in model selection, more objective help would be wel-536

comed. Also methods for selecting candidate baseline and537

time-varying covariates could be extended.538

Further, by approaching this modeling through the539

semi-parametric LCGM approach over the parametric540

GMM method, we were forced to use a more cumbersome541

model selection procedure. GMM is applicable to this data542

because we used a response variable, log volume, which543

is normally distributed. We chose the LCGM approach for544

three reasons. First, there are other non-normally distributed545

measures we are interested in such as alcohol abstinence546

and AA attendance. As this time, GMM is restricted to547

the multivariate normal case. Second, as this method has548

seldom been used in this arena (and not on a sample such549

as this) we were not certain we would have sufficient data550

to estimate within-class heterogeneity or that it would be551

informative. Finally, we have been working in SAS and this552

Proc is available at no cost.553

The broader case for using methods such as LCGM in554

this context is discussed byMuthén and Muthén (2000).555

It has been successfully used in the field of adolescent556

behavior by Nagin and colleagues and appears well suited557

for an application such as this. The results, at least in these558

data, are useful and interpretable. The ability to detect559

and describe underlying common longitudinal trajectories560

should help bring greater insight to understanding behav-561

ioral changes over time as serve as a complimentary method562

to the more standard mixed-effects ANOVA approach to563

longitudinal data.Nagin and Tremblay (2001)have ex-564

tended LCGM to modeling separate but related outcomes565

and version 3 of Mplus promises several improvements566

(http://www.statmodel.com/mixtureaddon.html). In general,567

LCGM and GMM, as well as longitudinal studies using568

more than only two time points (Fillmore, 1988) will benefit569

alcohol and drug abuse research in the future.570
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